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Abstract:
The purpose of this study was to determine the adoption groups of the fast-fashion consumers, evaluate the
consumers’ perceptions of the fast-fashion in different groups, and model the role of “social or status image”,
“uniqueness”, and “conformity” on the level of fast-fashion consumer adoption. The consumer adoption groups were
determined as “innovators”, “early adopters”, “early majority”, “late majority”, and “laggards” by using a domainspecific innovativeness (DSI) scale. Consumers’ perceptions of fast-fashion were evaluated from cognitive and
emotional aspects and the differences across the consumer groups were investigated by using Kruskal-–Wallis test
and Mann-–Whitney U test. The roles of “social or status image”, “uniqueness”, and “conformity” on consumer groups
were modeled by using ordinal logistic regression analysis. As a result of the research, consumers’ perceptions of
fast-fashion were found to vary across different consumer adoption groups in terms of “being in-style products”,
“expressing self-image”, “imitating the luxury fashion products”, and “frequent renewal of the collections”. Further,
the findings revealed that the probabilistic relationship between different levels of consumer adoption based on
innovativeness could be modeled based on the motivations of “social or status image” and “uniqueness”.
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1. Introduction
The fast-fashion market is expected to reach US$ 38 billion in
2023 from US$ 35 billion in 2019 despite registering a decline
in 2020 due to the Covid-19 pandemic [1]. This shows that
the demand for fast-fashion products is increasing worldwide.
Fast-fashion is a strategy that is driven by the demand of the
consumers, and the fast-changing and increasing consumer
demand can be responded to efficiently only through aan
appropriate understanding of the consumers’ degree of
adoption to fast-fashion products. Differentiating between
consumers’ perceptions of fast-fashion and investigating the
role of motivations make them adopt fast-fashion depending on
the degree of adoption that can contribute to the development
of the right strategies for the market.
Fast-fashion consumption is adopted by the consumers since
it is enjoyable, presents a tool that conveys the identity of the
individual to the world, and enables the determination of social
groups; therefore it provides experiences having cognitive
and emotional aspects [2]. From the cognitive perspective of
consumers, fast-fashion products are low-priced and in-style
products; they have an acceptable quality level and collections
are renewed frequently [2, 3]. From the emotional perspective,

consumers associate fast-fashion products with opportunities
to socialize, express their self-perception images, and act
differently during purchase [2, 3]. Besides, they also have
good experience using luxury fashion products, since the
fast-fashion products are offered by brands that mimic luxury
fashion brands [2, 4].
The tendency of consumers to adopt and to purchase new
fast-fashion or any fashion products is related to the degree of
innovativeness in such products. Rogers defined innovativeness
in his time-of-adoption method as “the degree to which an
individual is relatively earlier in adopting new ideas than the
other members of his/her social system” [5]. Within this context,
consumer innovativeness is precisely related to the adoption of
the consumers to the new products and services [6]. On the
basis of innovativeness, different consumer adoption groups
were identified with their percentages (rates of adoption) in
Rogers’ Diffusion of Innovations theory [7]. Although originally
applied in non-fashion fields of study, this approach was later
applied in fashion adoption researches. On the other hand,
no specific application was conducted for investigating the
adoption of fast-fashion consumers. However, considering the
fast-fashion concept and product features, differences can be
expected to arise in the rate of adoption and cycle of adoption.
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The purpose of this study was to determine the fast-fashion
consumer adoption groups based on their innovativeness,
investigate the differences across the adoption groups in
terms of their perception of fast-fashion, and model the role of
social or status image, uniqueness, and conformity, which are
the motivations of the consumers that make them adopt fastfashion products; this motivation can be postulated to arise in
consumers as a result of their willingness to inculcate greater
innovativeness in their lives [8]. In doing so, the study aimed
to provide valuable insights for understanding the fast-fashion
consumer market.

Based on these categorizations, researchers identified the
differences between fashion consumer groups in terms of
their perspective regarding the centrality of visual product
aesthetics and their need for tactile feedback [13], their use of
label information in ratings of clothing quality and fashionability
[14], their sensation seeking and clothing individuality [15],
and their propensity toward boredom [16]. Consumers’ need
for uniqueness and attention to social comparison information
was found to be positively related to fashion opinion leadership
[17]. Using the fashion opinion leadership inventory scale,
Schrank and Gilmore examined the relationship between
innovativeness, social insecurity, conformity, clothing interest,
and socioeconomic level [18]. Motivational factors of different
consumer groups were further investigated by Cholachatpinyo
et al., who focused on the socialization and differentiation forces
in the selection of clothing and fashion items, and explored
their impacts on fashion innovators and fashion followers.
The categorization of consumers was adapted from Rogers’
fashion adoption categories, and was somewhat narrowed
[19]. Jordaan et al. [20] measured consumer innovativeness
by using the domain-specific innovativeness (DSI) scale
developed by Goldsmith and Hofacker [21], instead of using
Rogers’ time-of-adoption method, since it is difficult to know the
exact time of the introduction and the purchase of a new product
in a specific market. Venter et al. investigated the influence of
fashion consciousness, the need for uniqueness, susceptibility
to interpersonal influence, collectivism/individualism, and
masculinity/femininity on fashion adoption [22]. Workman
et al. identified the differences between consumer groups
in their need for uniqueness [13, 23]. The abovementioned
studies—reviewed for the motivational factors of different
consumer groups in relation to their proclivities toward fashion
innovativeness and fashion adoption—mostly investigated
the consumer need for expressing their uniqueness and
individuality to be different from other individuals, thereafter the
need for belonging to a social group and display conformity,
and finally for socialization concerns.

2. Literature review
Rogers proposed the time-of-adoption method to measure the
innovativeness and categorized individuals into five adoption
categories as “innovators”, “early adopters/opinion leaders”,
“early majority”, “late majority”, and “laggards”. Innovators are
the earliest in adoption as compared to other members of the
system. Early adopters/opinion leaders are the individuals
that have the highest degree of opinion leadership among the
consumer groups [7]. Fashion opinion leadership is the ability
to deliver information relating to a new fashion or product in
a way that influences the subsequent purchasers to accept
or reject the product [9]. The early majority denotes the
individuals who adopt just before the average member of the
system, whereas the late majority does not adopt until most
others in their system have already done so. Laggards, on the
other hand, are the last consumers who adopt innovation in
society. Rogers also showed the quantitative distribution of
the consumers in the adoption cycle, which is also called the
Diffusion of Innovations theory [7]. Rogers’ measurement of
innovativeness and fashion adoption categories also formed
a base for subsequent studies, in which these categories
showed a slight variation compared to those in Rogers’ study.
Baumgarten explored the overlap between opinion leaders
and early adopters and identified a group called “innovator
communicators”, who are both innovators and opinion
leaders. The author then investigated the process of fashion
adoption by “opinion leaders”, “early adopters”, and “innovative
communicators” [10]. Hirschman and Adcock specified four
adopter categories: “innovative communicators”, “opinion
leaders”, “innovators”, and “general population”, by using
the fashion opinion leadership scale. In this categorization,
the scoring of the consumers on innovativeness and opinion
leadership was evaluated. According to this scoring, “innovative
communicators” are those individuals who score high on both
innovativeness and opinion leadership. “Opinion leaders” are
individuals who score high on opinion leadership, but not on
innovativeness. The “innovators” are the individuals who score
high on innovativeness, but not on opinion leadership. Lastly,
“general population”, which is also called “fashion followers”,
includes the ones who score neither on innovativeness nor on
opinion leadership [11]. Workman and Lee proposed a model
for fashion adoption and identified four groups, which are
“consumer change agents”, “early adopters”, “late adopters”,
and “reluctant adopters” [12].

http://www.autexrj.com/

While almost all of the studies focused on the investigation of
the behavior of different consumer groups for general fashion
consumption, a very limited number of studies specifically
dealt with the categorization of fast-fashion consumers
and their motivations for adoption of innovation. Byun and
Sternquist investigated the importance of willingness for the
innovativeness for the fast-fashion consumers and argued that
fast-fashion consumers enjoy experiencing the quick launch
of fast-fashion products and frequent changes in fast-fashion
cycles [24]. In the only study on association of fast-fashion
consumers with the adoption categories, Barnes explored
the role relations between fast-fashion and consumer groups
play in contributing to the formulation of an understanding
of the needs and demands of consumers [25]. Saricam and
Erdumlu investigated the consumer behavior specifically about
fast-fashion products using three motivational factors, namely
conformity, uniqueness, and social or status image. In the
study, the motivational factors were related to the consumers’
willingness for innovativeness [8]. Based on the literature
reviewed, there is no comprehensive study that measures the
innovativeness of the consumers, categorizes the consumers
based on innovativeness, and explores the perceptions and
2
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motivations in different adoption categories specifically in the
field fast-fashion. Considering the limitations and deficiencies
observed in the previous studies, this article addressed this
gap in the literature and attempted to contribute to a better
understanding of fast-fashion consumers.

To model the relationship between the consumer groups and
influential motivational factors, the ordinal logistic regression
method was used. Logistic regression for the ordinal response
variable, which is also called as proportional odds model,
was used to assess the influence of statistically significant
explanatory variables on consumer groups using XLSTAT
and IBM SPSS, v. ersion 23.0 software at a 95% confidence
interval. The proportional odds model [29] can be defined [29]
as represented in Eq. (1), as follows:

3. Materials and methods
3.1. Data collection and questionnaire
The data were obtained through an online survey conducted
from April to May, 2015 among a sample from the population
of fast-fashion consumers in Turkey. The survey questionnaire
consisted of four parts. In the first part, the sociodemographic
characteristics and the purchasing habits of the participants
were asked. In the second part, the DSI on a 5 point-Likert
scale developed by Goldsmith and Hofacker [21] was used to
categorize the participants. In the third part, the participants
were required to rate their perceptions of fast-fashion including
nine aspects by using a 5-point Likert scale. The aspects were
modified from the literature [2–4, 26] pertaining to the fastfashion products as being “in-style products”, “low-priced”,
“having acceptable level of quality”, “frequent renewal of
collections”, “opportunities towards socialization”, “association
with brand names”, “imitating the luxury fashion products”,
“expressing self-image”, and “allowing to act differently during
purchasing”. In the fourth part, 16 items were used to explore
the role of conformity, social or status image, and uniqueness
on different consumer adoption groups with 4, 3, and 3 items
adopted from studies of Eastman, Goldsmith and Flynn [27],
Tian, Bearden and Hunter [28] and Goldsmith and Flynn [6],
respectively.

Within this model, j is the number of response levels of the
response variable innovativeness, which corresponds to
consumer groups, and p is the number of the explanatory
variables, which corresponds to the motivational factors,
“Conformity”, “Social or status image”, and “Uniqueness”. The
probability of an equal or smaller response Y ≤ j is compared
with the probability of a larger response, Y > j where j is the
rank of the ordinal responses. P(Y ≤ j | x) is the cumulative
probability for response level j when the explanatory variables
take value x and a cumulative probability for Y is the probability
that Y falls at or below a particular point. Consequently, j−1
linear predictors are obtained for comparing the response
levels. The {aj} are called cut point (intercept) parameters and
they are non-decreasing in j [29].
Proportional odds mean that the effect of any explanatory
variable for each response level must be consistent, or have
parallel slopes, across all levels of the response. Therefore,
as the first step in ordinal logistic regression, the test of
parallel lines was done for evaluating the assumption that the
relationships between the explanatory variables and the logits
are the same for all linear prediction equations [30].

3.2. Data analysis
In the present study, the responses of 244 participants were
analyzed. The participants were first categorized based on
the adoption groups proposed by Rogers [7] into “innovators”,
“early adopters”, “early majority”, “late majority” and “laggards”.
The questions were coded so that a high score reflected higher
levels of innovativeness. The responses of the six questions
were summed up and provided a DSI score. Accordingly,
fast-fashion consumer groups were identified as “innovators”,
“early adopters”, “early majority”, “late majority”, and “laggards”
corresponding to the domain-specific scores of (30−26),
(25−21), (20−16), (15−11), and (10−6), respectively.

The significance of the explanatory variables was tested by
using the likelihood ratio test, the Wald test, and the score test.
In the likelihood ratio test, the model without any explanatory
variable (baseline model) is compared against the model with all
the explanatory variables (final model). The Wald test compares
the maximum likelihood estimate of the slope parameter βi, to
an estimate of its standard error [31]. The score test is a test of
the null hypothesis in which the corresponding coefficients are
located between two binary coefficients [32].
The relationship between the explanatory variables and the
response levels was evaluated by calculating pseudo R2
values. However, in the logistic regression analysis, pseudo
R2 is difficult to interpret. Instead, proportional odds ratios are
more likely to be more useful [33–35]. Therefore, odds ratios,
which represent the constant effect of an explanatory variable
on the likelihood that one outcome will occur, were calculated.
Finally, linear predictor equations, comparing the influences of
the consumer groups on the adoption cycle that is based on
innovativeness, were proposed.

The differences in the perceptions of fast-fashion among
different consumer groups were investigated by using the
nonparametric Kruskal-–Wallis test and Mann- Whitney U
test by using IBM SPSS, v.23.0 statistical software at a 90%
confidence interval.

j=1,………, J-1
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4. Results

demonstrated that the fashion is accepted and diffuses from
innovators to early adopters, and then moves into a peak stage
where a larger number of consumers begin to adopt the fashion.
Subsequently, the diffusion process moves to a decline stage,
and the number of adopters decreases.

4.1. Profiles of consumer adoption groups
Table 1 shows the sociodemographic profile and purchasing
habits of the participants in relation to consumer adoption
groups. The proportion of the participants in each consumer
group was found to be consistent with the innovation/adoption
curve of Rogers [7]; in this item in the literature, it has been

Figure 1. demonstrates the adoption cycle of Rogers’ model
and the fast-fashion consumers grouped in the present study.
In Rogers’ model, innovators covered 2.5% of the population;

Table 1. Sociodemographic profile of the participants with regard to consumer groups

Laggards

Gender

Age (Years)

Education

Working
position

Income
level

Purchase
frequency

Purchase
expense
ratio

http://www.autexrj.com/

Late majority

Early
majority

Early
adopters

Innovators

Freq.

%

Freq.

%

Freq.

%

Freq.

%

Freq.

%

Female

5

31

42

48

55

59

21

62

10

77

Male

11

69

46

52

38

41

13

38

3

23

Total

16

100

88

100

93

100

34

100

13

100

18–23

10

63

61

69

50

54

16

47

5

38

24–29

6

38

20

23

30

32

14

41

7

54

30–35

0

0

5

6

8

9

2

6

1

8

36 and above

0

0

2

2

5

5

2

6

0

0

Total

16

100

88

100

93

100

34

100

13

100

High school and below

1

6

2

2

7

8

2

6

0

0

Undergraduate

14

88

78

89

79

85

28

82

10

77

Graduate

1

6

8

9

7

8

4

12

3

23

Total

16

100

88

100

93

100

34

100

13

100

Non-worker/retired

0

0

2

2

6

6

0

0

0

0

Student

13

81

65

74

58

62

21

62

9

69

Employee

3

19

20

23

29

31

11

32

3

23

Senior manager

0

0

1

1

0

0

2

6

1

8

Total

16

100

88

100

93

100

34

100

13

100

Low

10

63

45

51

31

33

13

38

5

38

Low to moderate

1

6

19

22

31

33

10

29

3

23

Moderate

3

19

12

14

13

14

8

24

2

15

Moderate to high

2

13

7

8

14

15

2

6

2

15

High

0

0

5

6

4

4

1

3

1

8

Total

16

100

88

100

93

100

34

100

13

100

Twice a week

0

0

9

10

1

1

9

26

1

8

Once a week

5

31

6

7

28

30

7

21

4

31

Twice a month

2

13

32

36

39

42

9

26

7

54

Once a month

5

31

15

17

12

13

4

12

0

0

Once in 2 months

4

25

26

30

13

14

5

15

1

8

Total

16

100

88

100

93

100

34

100

13

100

Below 10%

3

19

18

20

7

8

5

15

0

0

11–20%

7

44

33

38

35

38

11

32

3

23

21–30%

5

31

23

26

33

35

9

26

4

31

31–40%

1

6

8

9

11

12

4

12

3

23

41–50%

0

0

4

5

4

4

4

12

1

8

Above 50%

0

0

2

2

3

3

1

3

2

15

Total

16

100

88

100

93

100

34

100

13

100
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on the other hand, early adopters, early majority, late majority,
and laggards covered 13.5%, 34.0%, 34.0%, and 16.0% of
the population, respectively [7]. In the present study, however,
the ratios of innovators, early adopters, early majority, late
majority, and laggards corresponded to 5.3%, 13.9%, 38.1%,
36.1%, and 6.6% of the participants, respectively. The results
revealed that the first three fast-fashion consumer groups (
i.e., innovators, early adopters, and early majority) covered
more of the population when compared to the percentages
of the population covered by the same categories in Rogers’
adoption curve. This can be attributed to the fact that the
features of fast-fashion products satisfy the demands of the
innovators and early adopters [24]. Moreover, the percentage
of the innovators was greater, whereas that of the laggards
was lower for the fast-fashion consumers when compared to
Rogers’ model. It was also observed that the peak category
for the fashion consumers belonged to the early majority with
38.1%, whereas, in Rogers’ model, the peak percentage again
belonged to the early majority, though it was lower compared
to the fast-fashion consumers and was equal to the percentage
of the late majority. The higher rate of adoption of fast-fashion
consumers is compatible with the short life cycle of fast-fashion
products.

4.2. Perceptions of fast-fashion across the consumer
adoption groups

With regard to gender, it can be noticed that almost threequarters of the innovators were female, whereas around
70% of the laggards were male (Table 1). As the fashion
innovativeness of the participants increased, the number of
females also increased. Another remarkable point is that the
ratio of the participants with a “moderate to high” and “high”
level of income was 23% for innovators, whereas other
consumer groups had a lower ratio in terms of those income
levels. Likewise, 92% of the innovators purchased clothes more
than once a month, which was the highest percentage among
all consumer groups. Concerning the purchase expense ratio,
the ratio of the participants who allocated above 30% of their
income increased as the fashion innovativeness increased. It
can be concluded that female consumers are more innovative
in the fast-fashion market. Moreover, as consumers’ level of
innovativeness increases, there are more consumers at the
postgraduate level, the level of income increases, the frequency
of clothing for shopping rises, and the budget allocated for
shopping for clothing increases.

When all consumer groups were compared in pairs by using
the Mann-–Whitney U- test in terms of consumers’ perceptions,
it was observed that the fashion innovators’ perception of fastfashion products in regard to “imitating the luxury fashion
products” differed from the perceptions corresponding to
all other consumer groups. The perception of the laggards
towards fast-fashion products in terms of “frequent renewal
of collections” was found to be significantly different from the
other consumer groups. In other words, frequent renewal of
collections was of no concern to laggards. Moreover, both the
consumer groups of the “late majority” and the “laggards” did
not perceive fast-fashion as a tool for “expressing the selfimage”. No significant difference was observed between other
paired comparisons of consumer groups.

According to the Kruskal-–Wallis test results, the perceptions
of fast-fashion products including “being in-style products”,
“expressing the self-image”, “imitating the luxury fashion
products”, and “frequent renewal of collections”, differed
significantly according to the consumer groups (p < 0.10).
These results are consistent with those in previous studies.
Fashion innovators were defined as consumers who are
more interested in fashion and shopping and use clothing to
express their individuality [14, 15, 18, 23, 36]. In addition to
the primary motivation of feeling different, expressing their
self-image through usage of innovative apparel was a concern
for the fashion innovators. Further, fast-fashion is identified as
“allowing dreams of luxury to come true” [4]. The differences
among the perception of the fast-fashion products “imitating the
luxury fashion” among the consumer groups can be attributed
to the fact that high fashion innovators have a willingness
to possess unique luxury products, and fashion innovators
are the key luxury fashion consumer group [37]. Finally and
importantly, high fashion innovators are the earliest consumers
for innovations [38].

4.3. Modeling of the motivations of adoption for consumer
adoption groups
The three explanatory variables (“conformity”, “social or status
image”, and “uniqueness”) were used as explanatory variables
in the ordinal logistic regression analysis. These three
explanatory variables were used to obtain linear prediction
equations that compared the categorized response variable,
which, in the present study, was the influence of the consumer
groups on the adoption cycle that is based on innovativeness.
The chi-square value obtained as the result of the test of
parallel lines, which evaluated the assumption that the
relationships between the explanatory variables and the logits
were the same for all the logits, was 11.281 (df = 9) with a
p-value of 0.257 (>0.05). This means that the categories of the
response variable, which was the influence of the consumer
groups on the adoption cycle that is based on innovativeness,
were parallel with each other. In other words, the coefficients

Figure 1. Comparison of fast-fashion consumers’ adoption cycle and Roger’s adoption cycle.
http://www.autexrj.com/
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belonging to the explanatory variables (Estimate (b) values in
Table 3) were equal for each consumer category.

having the willingness to seem wealthy purchase a large number
of products at low prices [40]. The other significant motivation
underlying fashion innovativeness was “uniqueness”. Previous
studies have shown that to look unique, fast-fashion consumers
prefer purchasing scarce products that are produced in low
quantities [4]. Moreover, Jordaan and Simpson concluded
that 25.8% of fashion innovativeness can be explained by
the variation in the need for fashion uniqueness [20]. The
insignificance of “conformity” was attributed to the fact that the
individuals who prefer fast-fashion products did not face a need
to display conformity with others [8]. Innovator consumers are
likely to throw away their clothing to avoid conformity [41]. As
can be seen in the fast-fashion adoption curve, fast-fashion
consumers are more innovative, and differentiation motivations
(such as the need for uniqueness and expression of their social
or status image) were influential rather than socialization forces
(such as being in conformity with their social circle) [19].

The model-fitting information regarding the likelihood ratio test,
the Wald’s test, and the score test are given in Table 2. The
chi-square values of the Llikelihood ratio test, the Wald’s test,
and the score test were obtained as 55.577 (df = 3), 50.996
(df = 3), and 55.345 (df = 3), respectively, with the p-values of
0.000. Thus, the explanatory variables, as a group, contributed
significantly to the prediction of the response variable
innovativeness.
In the next step, the effect and the significance of the
explanatory variables were evaluated. According to the results
of the final ordinal logistic regression model employed with
three explanatory variables, the p-values of 0.000, 0.000, and
0.437 for the explanatory variable 1 (social or status image),
the explanatory variable 2 (uniqueness), and the explanatory
variable 3 (conformity), respectively, were obtained. This
indicated that two explanatory variables, “social or status
image” and “uniqueness”, were significant on the influence of
the consumer groups on the adoption cycle that is based on
innovativeness, confirming the earlier findings in the literature
[8]. The significant relationship between “social or status
image” and fashion innovativeness can be attributed to the
fact that consumers who are willing to express their social or
status image through their clothing are adapting faster to new
trends, styles, or fashion products. Watson and Yan stated that
the unique style characteristics of fast-fashion should be the
complement of the self-image [39]. They also indicated that
fast-fashion consumers enjoy purchasing trendy products at
affordable prices; this finding was confirmed by Bagwell and
Bernheim, who highlightedemphasized that those consumers

To assess the model for possible numerical errors, 95% of
the confidence intervals were checked. For the significant
explanatory variables, smaller confidence intervals suggest
greater precision of the variable. Since the 95% confidence
intervals for two significant variables were found to be 0.507
and 0.491, which are lower than 1, a lack of significance was
not expected [31, 42]. The parameter estimates are shown in
Table 3. As there were five consumer groups, four intercepts
were obtained.
The proportional odds models, i.e., linear predictor equations,
comparing the influences of the consumer groups on the
adoption cycle that is based on innovativeness, are given
below. Since there were five consumer groups, four linear
prediction equations (Eqs (2)–(5)) were obtained.

Table 2. Model fitting information

Likelihood ratio test

Wald’s test

Score test

Model

Chi-square

df

Sig.

Chi-square

df

Sig.

Chi-square

df

Sig.

Fitted model

55.577

3

0.000

50.996

3

0.000

55.345

3

0.000

Table 3. Parameter estimates

Estimate (b)

Wald

Standard
Error

df.

Sig.

Intercept 1

−3.032

120.411

0.276

1

Intercept 2

−0.333

5.624

0.140

Intercept 3

1.673

88.325

Intercept 4

3.239

Variable 1 (social
or status image)

Odds ratio
(Exp(b))

95% Confidence
interval
Lower
bound

Upper
bound

0.000

−3.573

−2.490

1

0.018

−0.608

−0.058

0.178

1

0.000

1.324

2.022

117.908

0.298

1

0.000

2.654

3.823

0.790

37.272

0.129

1

0.000

2.203

0.537

1.044

Variable 2
(uniqueness)

0.550

19.294

0.125

1

0.000

1.733

0.305

0.796

Variable 3
(conformity)

0.093

0.603

0.120

1

0.437

1.097

−0.142

0.329
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One of the most important findings of the study has been to
reveal the differences in the fast-fashion perception of each
consumer adoption group. Further, the relationships prevailing
between the categorical levels of consumer adoption and
the motivations of adoption were modeled. These findings
provide retailers a means to identify actions to improve their
responsiveness to consumer demands. Consumers in different
adoption groups have varying needs in terms of perceptions and
motivations. Resultantly, cultivating a detailed understanding of
the differences between such narrow consumer groups can
help retailers to develop target-specific marketing strategies.

The coefficient estimates of the explanatory variable “social or
status image”, with a value of 0.790, showed that it had the
most significant relationship with the consumer category,
followed by “uniqueness” with the coefficient estimate value of
0.550.

Furthermore, the method described in this study may contribute
significantly to the literature and may guide professionals acting
in the fast-fashion business; and the method deployed in the
present study is also capable of being expanded in further
studies to include an examination of the precise reasons
pursuant to which the fast-fashion consumer groups differ in
their perceptions and behaviors, such as brand and shopping
channel preferences.

Three different pseudo R2 summary statistics that can be
used to assess model fit were obtained as follows: Cox and
Snell, 0.203; Nagelkerke, 0.218; and McFadden, 0.084. The
pseudo R2 summary statistics in the present study would be
considered somewhat weak. Instead, proportional odds ratios
were calculated to understand the effect of the variables on the
categories of the response variable innovativeness. The Exp (β)
is the exponentiated beta, or the proportional odds ratio, which
assesses the effect of the variable for any of the comparison
categories, are the same regardless of where the intercept is
made [43]. In ordinal logistic regression, an odds ratio >1 leads
to an increase in the level or category of the response variable,
whereas an odds ratio <1 leads to a decrease in the level or
category of the response variable [44]. The odds ratio of the
“social or status image” was 2.203. This means that a one-unit
increase in the “social or status image” variable increased the
level of fast-fashion consumer adoption 2.203 times. Similarly,
a one-unit increase in the “uniqueness” variable increased
the level of fast-fashion consumer adoption 1.733 times. As a
result, the innovation level of consumer adoption groups, which
is a categorical variable, can be strongly explained by these
two motivations.

Recently, the fast-fashion concept has begun to include the
sustainability aspect; thus, future research could be directed
toward the evaluation of fast-fashion consumption, consumers’
perceptions, and the motivations that underlie adoption and
purchase of fast-fashion products within a sustainabilityincluded framework.
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